Chilisin, Polytron, Tocos, Newhaven, AVX, Stackpole, Power Dynamics, PUI Audio, Phihong, CIT, Jauch, Fox
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**CHILISIN**
Thin Film Power Inductors for Circuit Mgt of Tablets & Cell Phones
[DATASHEET] [NRC QUOTE]

**POWER DYNAMICS**
PDI's New, Precision, Female, Multi-contact Cable Connectors
[DATASHEET] [NRC QUOTE]

**PUI AUDIO**
World's First IP57 Piezoelectric MEMS Microphone Featuring Vesper's Exclusive Technology
[DATASHEET] [NRC QUOTE]

**NEWHAVEN**
High Quality (EVE2 & HDMI) TFT & OLED Displays
[DATASHEET] [NRC QUOTE]

**AVX**
AVX's VGAH Series of High-Temperature, Glass-Encapsulated 150°C Multilayer Varistors
[DATASHEET] [NRC QUOTE]

**STACKPOLE**
Ultra-Precision, Metal Alloy, Current Sensing Chip Resistors
[DATASHEET] [NRC QUOTE]

**PHIHONG**
Phihong Launches New Low Cost 10W Efficiency Level VI Compliant Fixed Input Blade Adapter Series
[DATASHEET] [NRC QUOTE]

**FOX ELECTRONICS**
Vibration Resistant Quartz Crystal Improves Dynamic Performance in Real World Environments
[DATASHEET] [NRC QUOTE]

**POLYTRON**
Extra Low Noise Linear Encapsulated AC-DC Converters 5-250V For Medical Applications
[DATASHEET] [NRC QUOTE]
New Low Profile, Single Output, Contact Angle/Position Sensors

SENSOR APPLICATIONS INCLUDE

- **Electric Vehicles**: Where speed, steering, orientation, and other movements are controlled by contact sensors
- **Agricultural /construction Vehicles**: Where contact sensors under harsh conditions control operating functions
- **Personal Mobility Vehicles**: With contact sensors for maneuvering electric wheelchairs and scooters
- **Contact Sensors**: For controlling various operations in off-road vehicles, i.e. golf carts, ATVs, and snowmobiles
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Smart Solutions are Found Here

LITHIUM ION BATTERY PACKS
at their best...

UL1654 & UN38.3
Your first choice for mobile device energy storage

NRC ELECTRONICS
561-241-8600
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